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THE ORBIT OF v ORIONIS

By W. i;. IIaxikk

TTHE sjKclroscopic binary vOrioiiis {a = ()h dj'", £ + 14^'

47', photographic magnitude about 4-_') was discovered* b\
Frost and AJanis in 190.J. The range in velocity of their three
plates is approximately 70 km., which is in fact about the total

range for the star. Their first ob'-ervaticn wa.s made at a fortu-

nate time, it falling on the crest of the velocity curve which rise.s

rapidly to a high positive value and falls again as rapidly. On
this account this observation has been of material a.ssistance in

getting a more accurate value of the period than ctmld be obtained
from our own ob.servations.

Work was commenced on the star here November 11, 1!)()7,

and from that time to December 30, 1<)1(), one hundred and nine-
teen plates were secured. The first seasons work gave the
general form of the curve, and during the three succeeding
seasons eflForts were made to obtain a full series of observations
around periastrou where the curve, as picvioiisly mentioned,
changes .so rapidly. In this we have been only partiallv success-
ful, as cloudy weather at each return to i>eriastron prevented our
obtaining all the observations desired. Xeverthele.ss quite a
number of reliable plates have been .secured for this part of the
curve and the determination of the orbit has accordingly been
proceeded with.

The spectrum is of type B, and has numerous lines suitable
for measurement. The hydrogen lines //,i, //, . iV.i and //. appear
in the range of spectrum measured, but the latter was scarcely

*//../., vol. xviii., p. 3X6, I90J.
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18 it'. /:. Harf-'

ever iiieas-ued owing to the close proximity of the // hue of
calcium and consequent overlapping. The helium series XA 4713,
4471, 438,S, 4143, 4121, 4026 and 4(H«> are all measurable and
these, exc-pting the first nid last, were among the most fre-

quently used. The magnesium A 44.S1 and the calcium A'X35)3;5

are not so intense as either the helium or hxcirogen serits and do
not appear in many of the spectra.

In view of the fact that a number of binaries have recently
l)een discovered in whicli the calcium lines //and A' give different

velocities to the other lines it may 1 e iiottd heie that this is not
the case with k Orion is : the velocites of the A' line agree with
those of the other lines. Another good line is the carbon A 4267.
These were the lines most frequently measured but a

'

'=tional

lines in a number of cases have been seen, and where these nave
been measured the resulting \elocities were always in agreement
with the lines most commonly used. Among the.se additional

lines may be mentioned : AA4o72, 4o()3, 4')4'.l, 4528, 44r)2, 43S3.

4325. 4:U)S, 4233. 4131 and 4128. There are also indications of
the second series of hydiogen.

On the first one hundred plates all the lines that were at all

measurable were w>^A. When the results were plotted with the
the provisional period of 131 4 days there were many little

irregularities in the curve; its appearance was that of a uavy
line. As no indications of a .second spectrum had been detecttd,

even though a fine-grained plate had betn used at the time of

maximtnn positive velocity, it was diflRcult to account for thi.'^.

It was thought that a po.ssible cause might exist in the selection

of lines varying from one plate to another. To decide this jioint

and incidentally .see if the wave-lengths used needed any arl.itrar\

correction a table was constructed of the residuals for each line

from the mean of the plate. The result is contained in the
accompanying table. Besides the twelve lines here listed there
were various others which did not occur frequently enough to
make mention of. The lines are arranged in order of frequency
of measurement, the total nitniber of plates being 1(10.
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1,1NES Measi'red in V Orionis

Corresponding

X Number 01 Average Correction to
Times Meawred Residual Wave-length

•4340 -634 97 - 1 -39 km. + -02c t. 111.

4388100 94 043 " + •007 "

4471-676 94 + 1-5' " -022 "

4143-928 86 003 •• -000 •*

4026-352 75 + 1-67 ' •022 "

4267-301 68 2-45 •• + -035 '•

4I2I-UI6 63 -o'li •• + -002 "

4431-400 6a + 1-95 " -029 "

4101 '890 56 + 0-99 " *" •014 "

4713-308 30 1-48 •'

4861-527 •9 + 3-70 •'

J9«-8»S «3 + 1-40 "

No corrections to wave-length are given for the last three as

the observations %vere deemed too few in number, and, further-

more, the ends of the spectrum may not always have been in

focus, thereby causing these residuals to be abnormal. The

residuals in the above table are, in general, small relative to the

probable error of a plate, and while somewhat better accordance

among the different lines on a plate would be secured b.- adopting

an arbitrary set of wave-lengths based on the corrections, yet

none of the rev'duals are so abnormal as to warrant such a pro-

cedure and accordingly the normr' values have been retained.

In subsequei t easuring the first nine lines of the table were the

only ones used, and the other hundred plates were recomputed,

using these lines alone so thac the results ought, at least from a

consideration of wave-length, to be consistent.

Plates from 1140 to 2257 were made with the sin j^le- prism

spectrograph IL, as first constructed, the dispersion at //• being

30-2 tenth-metres per millimetre. The balance were made with

the new single-prism 'nstrument, designated I, whose dispersion

is 334 tenth-metres per millimetre at the .same region. Plate.*

3369, .3847, '-ISd'^ and 3890 were made on Seed 23 plates, the

remainder on Seed 27 emulsion. The four Seed 23 plate;, were

made at times of high po.sitivc velocity to see if any trace of the

second spectrum could be detected. No indications of such were

seen.
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Two plates Ijave lieen omitted in the discussion, one 'iOSK
wliich gives a residnal of 2.", kn.. where the curve is well-defined
in the flat part. This is probably owing to some instrumental
error. The other case is that of plate 1315 which was ta'<en
imme<iiately following plate 1314 under almost identical con-
ditions and yet gives a decidedly greater positive velocity. The
plate is somewhat underexposed, but there would seem to be
some additional cau.se for the great difference in velocity, and as
the.se ohservati. ,s occur around periastron, this was one reason
why a continuous .series cf plates at this phase was much wished
for. The intention is to make more plates next sea.son at this
critical place in the c-.irve. The remaining 117 plates form the
basis of this di.sci,ssion and the data regarding them is contained
.n the t<<ble following. The phases are reckoned f-om the , eri-
a.stron finally accepted, Julian Date 2,417.!»7;Vlfi, and the residuals
are scaled to about ^ ()-2 km. from the curve representing the
final elements.

Measures of r Okionis

Pllt* ! Juli'n Diif! PhSK

1140 ; 2,4l7.«9l-93 48-03"
il6o 9037s 59-88
1 184 91492 71-02
1 185 914-95 7 1 05
1 197 93«-73 94 -8 j
1198 938-75 'M-85
1217 944-73 loci-Sj
IM3 954-81 110-91
1224 954-84 110-94
1229 955-84 1 11 94^m 957-54 113 (>4

1250 961-71 117-81
1251 961-73 "7-83
I2fil 963-78

,
1 19 88

1273 965-59
i

121-69
1282 96858 ' 124-68
1302 970-65

\

126-75
«303 970-67 126-77
«3'4 97562 0-46
1320 980-70 ' 5-54
^i^S 989-65 14-49
1326 989-66 14-50
•335 992-57 17-41
1337 993-69 '8-53

Velocity Weight
I OI)server O-C

+ 5-0 4 11 - 4-4
+ I2-0

3 »' + 3-4
+ 4-5 5 ' - 4-3
+ 3-9
+ 12-6

5 :

: i

- "•>
1

;
- 0-3

+ 15-2 4
\

1'
! + 21

TiS-i <> 1 ! + 2-7
-1-23-8

5 '
1'

' + l-i
+ 30 -6

+ 28r
5 '

3

1' + 7-9

1 + 3-?
+ 22-5 4 i f 5
+37-6 ii i' + 4-S
-t-36-5

.5
i 1 -.^ 3-7

^37-4
5 i

1' 0.,
+ 41-4 6

i

' rnf 526 4
+ 51-0

7 1

] :
"-s

1 1 2-t
+ 60-4 6 I

-H73-5 4 I1 1-2-7
t-S6-I : 7 I' ' + - :,+ 29-5 6 I 1 + 07
+ 14-7 '

3 I ' '55
+ 22-5

5 - 2 .

+ 30-S 7 I + 7-6
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o-c

- 4-4

+ 3-4

- 43
- 4<)
- °i
+ ij
+ 27
+ l-i

+ 7-9

+ ii
- ••.;

+ 4->S

-I- 37
On

- '3
1-6

-"S
2-1

27
+ ^-J
+ 07
'55

- 21
+ 7-6

Plat* JuliiB Date

2,4'7.9947-'

Ph«* 1

1' ,0

Velocity
1

^28-5 :

Waicht ObMi-ver
' -c

iU» 6 V + 6-2

35' 9^)62 ..-46 + 26-7
;

6 r + 6-4

'377 8,005-68 30-5* + 21-4
1 4 '

II + 70
HS5 oio(j,S 35\=;2 + 12-2 6

i

1' - o-i

I3'*6 01753 4^ 57 ,
+ '4-3 6 1' + 3-8

14S5 047 -s" ,

7240 !
-^ 16 9 2 1 II + 8-i

I4'>7 04953 74'.>7 • loi 6 H + 1-4

1503 "S4S5 79 39 0-3 2 11 9-6

1916 21794 111-52 -r20- 3-5 '
C 34

'943 234 -g-i 128-54 -H63- 1-5 1 II 7-5

2009 28J -85 46-1; + 7-1 5 II 2-6

2010 2Sj-8; 46-19 -» 2- 1-5 II 77
2019 28587 48-19 + 3-6 y C - 57
3020 285-90 48-22 + "3

i

2 5 C 90
2i>25 280-67 48-99 - 30 3

1" 12-2

2034 291-82 55 14 + ' 5
(" o-o

-2035 29^-85 S5'7 2 I 4
( 117

2061 297 •'is 60-17 + 2-6 5
- 6-0

•2133 32''-79 83- ft + 1..-3 7' ( + 0-4

a 147 1 J22-78 8510 + 62 2- 1 41
2230 34170 104 02 Ml -8 6

'.I

- 6-2

^257 34672 109-04 + 20 7 I, 1' O-O

»339 374 7" 5-76 t-517 ' • 1' - 30
2380 381-69 12-75 , :5-9 5 i- + 32
2410 3S8 67 i'»73 o-o i. K + S-o

2428 589-66 2<1 72 rjO-9 t> C + 9'i.'

2446 397-62 2S68 + 24-2 7 II + 9'o

2524 42555 56-61 + 12-6 7 II + 3-8

37S1 557 -xg 57-69 + 14-0 7
1'' + 5-3

2S0S 570-88 70-68 + 9-0 4 C + 0-2

2S0) S70-91 70-71 + 71 6 c 17
2831 57«-89 7869 + 8-8 8 c 0-4

jS^i 578-92 78-72 + lo-i 7 c + 0-8

2S44 5»4-8l S4-(>i + 5-6 6 II 46
2.S7() 588-84 88-64 + 3-9 5

1'' 60
2S77 588-87 8S-67 + o-i 4

1" - 10-8

28^ 5'W9S 9975 + 19-6 5 c + 47
2i>o7 0iX)'84 100-64 + 9-5 6 c 57
2908 600-90 100-70 + 20 4 X c + 5-0

2(27 i»09-86 109.66 + 160 8 1" 5-3

2928 ! 609-90 109-70 + 20-9 ' 1'' ~ 03
293; 619-95 11975 + 38-4 8 11 + 1-4

2 >42 62U-88 12068 + 47- 2 c + 7-1

2948 62377 123-57 + 54-5 7
1*' + 5-"

2949 623-81 I2V6I + 49-0 8 1'' - "-5

2957 626-82 126-62 + 64 S 7
!•' + 20

295S 626-85 126-65 + 603 7
1''

•2 5

2^)) 634 7» ii^ + 731 8 II + 6!
2970 . 634-82 336 + 72-5 7 II + 5-S

2977 6?7-66 6-20 + 6o-.- " II + 77
297S 637 -69 6-23 + 5S-« 7 11 + 3'3

2986 641-87 10-41 + 48-8 2 c + 10-8

2J9S K42-68 11-22 + 27-0 7
1' 8-6

2J9J '.42-70 11-24 + io 1 .) 1> - 55
3^4 682-64 51-18 + 'j 5 II 77
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__PI«te_|

3099
I

Jioo
3101

I

i-^l
I

3'S9 !

J160
j

J203 •

J3'9 '

3320
I

3351 '

3352 .

3356
33«>i

'

3362
3369
3370
3373
3374
3390
3401
3404
3653
3670
3671

I

3688 !

3703 !

37«>4 I

382*
i

3«23 :'

382»
.

3837
3«47

;

3865

3878 I

3«79 i

3890 I

3908
3909 I

Julian Date

2,418,684-60

685-67
685-7.

69779
70363
703-67
724-62

742-57

742 bo
747-60

747-64

754-63

759-59
759-62

763-55
764*52
-65-52

765-55

775-57
784-55
787-56

929-92
931-87
93' -9'

936 -Qt

943-88

943-9'
9,011-87
01 1

-911

0.2-89

014-71
015-82
oiS-89
022 69
022-73

027-75
I

036-76
I

03679 I

1 PbiK Velocttr
1 Weigh Obaemr o-c

53 '4 -<- .o-o 2 P + i-o
5421 + .0-5 3

.J + 1-6
54-25 + 2-6 6 i p 1 6-2
66-33 + 4-4 5

i

•'
!

- 43
72-17 + .2-0 4 + 32
72-21 + 5-8 3 i c j-o
93 -'6 + .6-4 8 ''

( + 4-0
iii-ii + 25-4 9 11 ' + 2-3
III-I4 + '7-7 7 11 i - 5-4

2*2I16-14 + 2i»-6
7

' P' 1

116-18 -^24-5 8 li ' 5 '3'23-'7
1 + 37-7 3 67

12813 +65-3 7 3-7
+ 6-8

128-16
: + 75 8 6

0-83
'

+ 81 -6 \ + 6-0
i-So + 667 .s 6-0
2 -So '

+ 670
/ - 2-0

283
'

+ 64-9 *» 41
3012-85 ' + 29-1

1

2 '-83
i

+ '5-3 5 II ) 4-7
24-84 + 2. -8 , 1 C ' + 3-"

+ 5-6

+ 5-4

35-94 + '7-9
; 3

37-89 + '7-2
[ 2

37 93 1 + 7-6 4 4-2
42-93

1
+ .7-2 4 + 69

+ 7-5
49-9"

1 H 16-7 2

49-93
1

+ 6-4 3 2-8
"789

1

<-32-4 4 0-6
117-92 + 34-0 4 H f .-0
118-91 +3S-4 I 5 4 0-4
I20-73 + 43-3

1
6 + yi121-84 + 48-0

, 8 + 5-0
+ 0-2124-91 + 54-2

! 4
128-71 -t-77-5

/ + 5-8
.28-75

i

+ 82-0
1 5 + '0-3

2-5'
1

+ 727 1
6 + 1-4

..•52 + 336 5 '-4
"55 ! + 3.-6 6 M

i 3-4

For convenience of reference the early measures of Frost and
Adams are appended :

Vkkkks Measi-kes of ¥ Orionis

Date

1903 Ian. 22
Oct. 31
Nov. 14

Julian Date

2,4.6,137-85

419-94
433-90 I

Phaaa

0-33
.9-90

33-86

Valoclty Rmidual from Ottawa Cane

+ 8.

+ 21

+ .2

+ 4-S
- 0-8

- 08

The first plate was stated to ht.ve such broad and fuzzy lines
owinjj; to the dispersion of three prisms used that the result was
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considered only a rough approximation. In a personal coni-

nmnication to the writer Professor Frost gives the velocities from

the different lines used. These agree among themselves very

closely and he suggests that the plate should be given consider-

able weight and no doubt its result is close to the actual velocity.

The period that suits all observations best is that given, viz.. :

i:U-26 days, though possibly the first decimal place is as close as

this can be relied on.

With this period the plates were grouped according to phase

into fourteen normal places. The weights given to each group

was approximately the sum of the individual plates comprising

the group.

NORM.VL PU.^CES

-.

Mein PhiM Mcin Velocity Weight 6-c Eqiiation-Ephemerii

1 J77 + 69-23 5- - -28 -05

1 5 93 55-25 3- + -5" + -10

i 11-75 il-(H, 4-5 - y22 + -12

4 18-99 26-21 5- + 3-47 + -05

<; 41-55 11-18 T i
+ -56 - •04

*i 56-46 7-99 4-5 -05 -04

7 7I-IJ 7-59 4-5 - 1-07 06

,S 84-5* 8-38 5- 83 -05

<l '>)65 15-46 4-5 + -68 -03

|i> 109 27 21-98 5-5 + -82 -03

II 116-05 30-66 45 •63 f •01

11 iii-63 44-27 6- + 1-73 +- -18

13 ia6-82 6n9 5- 2 -06 + •40

• 4 1
50-10 + 7»-79 2-5 + 3-19 't >7

Preliminary elements were obtained by the graphical method

of Dr. King* as follows :

/>= 131-20 days

e = 'uii

m = (>-»

A" = 33 km.

y = + 21-5:1 km.

T J. D. 2.417,974-G".t.

With these elements it was decided to make a least sciuares

!»olutiou. Using the differential form + of Lehmann Filhcs,

*A. /., Vol. XXVtl, N... 2, 1908, p. 17-

f.-l. .v.. 3242.

i-M

•f:,1
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fourteen observation equations were formed connecting the resid-
uals with the elements y, A', e, a. and T. The period was
considered determined as closely as could l>e.

The following corrections resulted :

Sy = + 57 km.

5A'= + 109"
Sf = + -024

««,= + lo--,8

8r= + -47 d.

giving as the corrected elements, with their probable errors,

P = 131 -20 days

e = -599 ± 014

m = l»-58 i 2'-"12

y = + 2210 km. ± 47 km.
A' ^ 34-09 km. ^ -7.-) km.
7- = J. D. 2,417,97516 rfc Ss days
y4 = 54 '50 km.

ff = 13-68 "

a sin I -= 49, 270,000 km.

The sum of the srjuares for the normal plac. lowered from
298-5 to 205-9. about 31 per cent. The residuals given in the
table of normal places are those from the final elements. The
agreement between equation and ephemeris residuals was sati.s-

factory so that no further .solution was necessary.
The probable error of a single observation obtained from

columns 5 and 7 of the Measures is 3 47 km. jwr second. For
this type of si)ectrum one would expect that this value should be
stmiewhat lower, but remeasurement of many of the plates giving
large residuals failed to make any .sensible difference in the
results. In a few cases, as may be noted in the measures, plates
made consecutively on the same night differ from each other by
10 to 12 km. per .sec. so that the above value was not unexpected,

yuite recently Mr. Jordan*, of the Allegheny Observatory,
in discussing the orbit of k Andromeda?, calls attention to the

* I'lit-liialioHs of ihc AtUghfHy Ohfnuiory, \\A. II., N„. »,
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large gap between th» short and long periods for the helium stars.

The star under discussion " here furnishes another illustration of

the marked increase of eccentricity with period, the value of ^

being 60 for an orbital period of 181- days.

The curve shown represents the corrected values of the

elements.
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